
Tips For Spm English Paper 1 - Continuous Writing
We have now come to the final part that is the continuous writing which carries 50 marks as for the grades a is 44 250 be 38 to 43 c 32 to 37 d
26 to 31 e 20 to 25 you won 14 to 19 you to 8 to 13 and finally the last Bend 027 okay in order to get your a plus you have to at least get 44
upon 50 that is an a and to get an e to pass as p.m. English try to get at least 10 upon 50 that means you only come under the second last Bend
that is 8 to 13 okay now let me tell you one thing okay your essay k some students they have this idea that you must have bombastic big words to
get an a-plus okay let me clarify this with you it is not necessary okay what is important is the words got to be apt sometimes you may use a
bombastic word and for all you know a very simple word will fit in better k going to be very careful but by all means if you have the vocabulary
you can use bombastic words but don't go and memorize dictionaries and then try to write an essay with all these the big words okay what is
important is for spm SI it has to be interesting you've got to be creative sometimes a flawless SI okay simple no mistakes it may not even be a
BSA could just be a see why because it's very simple very ordinary nothing great about the essay okay and at times there may be a few mistakes
here and there and yet it could be a BSA or even and a sa most students would like to write what you call a write stories narrative essays okay
and at the same time there are students who love to write factual essays okay one would be narrative storytelling narrative essays and factual my
advice to you is if you can write stories please stanford intellectual vitality essay choose the ones where you can you can write good stories factual
essays are something like like a BM essays okay you need to know facts and sometimes a very good factual SI men may give you an a but it won't
be like like 48 upon 50 or even 4047 it could be just the basic a 44 but for stories you can write great stories you can even get the full mark okay
now that's one good thing about SPM essays and it's it's only this year is.

I mean it's only for spm that you can write like this okay even what. I mean is even a factual SI can turn out to be a story for example there's one
perfect example the essay titled water okay one word water was given in 1997 the very first year we had triple 19 in collaboration with Cambridge
okay this was question number five ninety-nine point nine nine percent of the students the candidates wrote water as you know they give properties
of water users the sorcerer's and all that very factual like typical signs candidates sign students and they got 44 45 k but one student there to be
different she wrote that her name is water my name is water but it was a very good essay and that candidate had maximum marks it was at that
time 40k now will be 50 upon 50 those days the first three years 97 98 99 your essay was upon 40 not upon 50. that girl must be a girl she had 40
upon 40 okay what she wrote was that the story her parents okay were married for what 15 years and they had no child and one day the mother
goes to the river of Ganga and praise to the water God and she will have a dream okay in the dream she will see this the water god varuna and he
will grant her a wish would okay whether she would like a baby girl who will stay devoted to God throughout her 16 years in earth or whether. I
should like a warrior like son who will not have any faith or devotion to God until his know and he can live forever. the mother would rather
choose the baby girl and true enough after having had that dream she will conceive and a baby girl will be born and they will christen her as water
and through to a name sure like the Seas the rivers and whatnot and finally okay it's going to be about 16 years she will see sadness in her parents
because they know that she's going to leave them in age of 16. what she does she goes to the river and praise and she too will have a dream and in
the dream she will meet this water God and you will tell her she was actually a goddess of the river Ganga but she had disturbed the Saints while
they were doing the penance and a cursed ER for 16 years you will be immortal and only then you will become the you will get back her status as
the goddess of the river as the river of Ganga and. when it's 16 years she will leave them but somehow shall appear India dream and she'll bless the
people who are going to the going to river Ganges for your prayers and all that. it ends like that. and that s they had fifth 40 upon 40 marks maybe
next time at the time I'll read that say to you.
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